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Studies of Quarks and Gluons at SLD
THE SLD COLLABORATION COMPRISES some
100 active members, who have a wide range of
physics interests. The Collaboration has three main
physics groups which speclialize in testing differ-
ent aspects of our Standard Model of elementary
particles and the forces that act between them. All
these groups use the same data samples of Z°s
provided by the SLC (see February 1998 TIP article,
entitled "SLC Continues to Break Records" for a
report on the record numbers of Z°s delivered this run)
recorded in the same detector, SLD.

The Electroweak Group studies the "weak in-
teraction" which, after gravity, is the weakest of
the four forces of nature. The "Heavy Flavours"
group studies in detail the weak-interaction prop-
erties of the heavy bottom and charm quarks, as
well as the heavy tau lepton (the charm quark and
the tau were both discovered at SLAC, in 1974 and

1977 respectively, and resulted in Nobel Prizes for
Burt Richter and Martin Perl). The "QCD" Group
studies the "strong interaction," the strongest of
the four forces of nature; QCD is an acronym for
Quantum ChromoDynamics, our theory of the
strong force. In QCD the force is mediated between
quarks by the exchange of particles called gluons;
the gluon plays an analogous role in strong interac-
tions to that played by the photon in electromag-
netic interactions, and the Z° in weak interactions.

The strong force acts between quarks, and is
responsible for binding together of quarks to form
protons and neutrons (another SLAC discovery-in
1970-for which Jerome Friedman, Henry Kendall
and Dick Taylor were awarded the Nobel Prize in
1990), which are themselves bound together to form
the nuclei of the atoms from which we're all made.
Without the strong force there would be no nuclei

(Continued on Page 3)
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Take Our Children To
Work Day

PARENTS WERE EN-
COURAGED TO bring
their children to work
on the national Take
Your Daughters tc
Work Day (April 23),
even though SLAC did
not have an organized
event for the day
Cherrill Spencer was
ready with camera tc
catch the moment
between parents and
childlron
--LIol V-IL. RKobertPullerfro.

Dept., anddaugh
m Controls

iterRachel,

SLAC Archives Get Attention
AC WAS HONOR-
D ON May 1 at a
eeting in Pasadena
r its commitment
archival programs

T the Society of
alifornia Archi-
sts. "SLAC is proud
its achievements in
irticle physics and
ynchrotron
diation research,
id we are delighted
be recognized by

e Society for our
ork in collecting
id preserving our
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4, who is keen to get at the computer.

Roz ng
Ring area, and daughter Nicole, age 5.

Rod Pakfrom MFD explains the cosmic ray detector to
his son Dillan (age 5) and daughter Adriana (age 8).

SLACArchivistJeanDeken history," said Burton

Richter, Director. This is the first such award
given by the Society.

SLAC was authorized by Congress in 1961
for the Atomic Energy Commission, now the
Department of Energy, but the archival program
didn't begin until 1986, when hundreds of linear
feet of research records were inventoried as part
of a history project. SLAC Archives officially
began in 1989. Since then, the dark interior spaces
of the archival "dungeon," as it was known, have
been transformed into a state-of-the-art storage
area with temperature and humidity controls, light
and air filtering, and mobile shelving.

Even though the room has no windows, SLAC
archivist Jean Deken likes it. "Sometimes it's nice
to be in a place that stays the same. I know I
always have to wear my sweater," she jokes. In
addition to the physical improvement of the
archival storage, SLAC has continued to expand
its support of staff and equipment. Two of SLAC's
oldest collections of photographs are being
preserved on microfilm.

The greatest challenge to archiving at SLAC,
according to Deken, is the reliance on electronic
communication. "The English poet John Keats
was so sure his work wouldn't survive that he
chose the epitaph: 'Here lies one whose name was
writ in water,' but his work has survived for 170
years since it was written on paper." Modern
physics research, however, is largely written and
communicated electronically. "This means we
archivists have to change our ways of thinking,"
says Deken, "and we are hopeful that scientists
can help."
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Studies of Quarks and
and no atoms, hence the universe would look very
different, and we wouldn't be here to see it!

So how can SLD study quarks and gluons, when
the accelerator collides together beams of electrons
and positrons, which do not interact strongly? In
fact, when an electron and positron annihilate to
make a Z°, most of the time (about 70%) the Z° decays
into a quark and an antiquark, which appear in the
detector as back-to-back "jets" of particles (see Fig-
ure 1, page 1), mainly pions, each of which is a bound
state of one quark and one antiquark. It is a remark-
able feature of the strong interaction that "naked"
quarks and antiquarks are themselves never observed
directly: when a quark and antiquark are pulled
apart from one another the force-field between them
breaks up into smaller pieces, always with a quark or
antiquark at both ends of each piece, eventually form-
ing the particles that we observe in the detector.

Occasionally, roughly 10% of the time, a quark
or antiquark can radiate a gluon; this is an analogous
process to an electron radiating a photon, the basis of
all the studies performed at SSRL. In the strong case
we observe not two but THREE jets of particles in the
detector, with one jet corresponding to the quark,
another to the antiquark, and the third jet to the
gluon. These events are graphic demonstration of
the existence of the gluon and provide convincing
verification of the QCD theory. Furthermore, we can
count the 3-jet events, and from their number rela-
tive to 2-jet events we can determine the strong-
coupling parameter alpha_s (os), which is effectively
the probability for a gluon to be radiated. In contrast
to the electroweak theory, which contains at least 17
a priori unknown parameters, this number is the only
parameter of QCD, and it characterizes the strength
of the strong force. SLD's measurement of os = 0.120
+0.003(exp.) +0.008(theory) is one of the most precise
to date, and is limited by uncertainties in the theo-
retical calculations of the 3-jet events.

SLD's QCD Group has studied the strong inter-
action in great detail, and has so far produced 16
papers which have been published in Physical Review
and Physics Letters. This has been a real team effort
over the past 8 years or so, involving 17 students who
have written their Ph.D. theses on QCD, as well as
the work of numerous postdocs and faculty mem-

Gluons at SLD (continued)

bers. Currently the Group is concentrating on
measurements that make use of SLC's unique po-
larized electron beam, as well as the ultra-precise
SLD micro-vertex detector for heavy-quark tag-
ging, and the particle identification system (CRID)
that allows us to identify pions, kaons and pro-
tons in jets of hadrons.

The current theoretical wisdom is that new
physics processes, perhaps involving the fabled
Higgs particle or "supersymmetric" particles, or
perhaps something totally unexpected, may be
best seen at SLD from the subtle effects they have
on properties of heavy particles such as bottom
(b) and charm (c) quarks. Indeed, in recent years
there have been hints of possible new physics in Z°
decays to b quarks, although more recent mea-
surements from SLD and CERN are now more in
line with the Standard Model. For this reason the
QCD Group has been focusing for the past few
years on studies of the strong interaction involv-
ing b and c quarks.

The 'hot topics' include comparison of oc for
gluons radiated by quarks of different flavour,
study of gluon energy distributions in b-quark
events, and tests of fundamental symmetries us-
ing the 3-jet b-quark events. So far, all measure-
ments are in line with QCD predictions, and any
new physics contributions are smaller than the
few per cent level. Nevertheless, the search is
exciting and we'll continue to improve the mea-
surements using the new high-statistics data
sample from the current run, due to end in June.

Seven abstracts have been submitted to this
year's major conference in Vancouver in July, and
now the analyses must be finalized and the papers
written, so it promises to be a busy summer for the
QCD Group!

More pictures of SLD events can be viewed
on their web page at: http://www.slac.
stanford.edu/ exp/ sld/ figure/ event_displays/
index

-Phil Burrow

Bikes and Mopeds
THE OSC announced they've gained approval
from ES&HCC to institute an annual bike and
moped maintenance program. These vehicles
have only been repaired as owners requested; the
new proactive approach will make sure we don't
have safety hazards on the road! In addition,
departments are encouraged to salvage unused
vehicles and help keep the site clean. Special
mention goes to Sally Campo, maintenance
programs coordinator in Transportation, for
moving the program implementation ahead.
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Work Safe, Work Smart
There were two claims filed in May that involved
days away from work according to Sharon
Haynes, Workers' Compensation Coordinator.
There were 32 and 13 calendar days between
claims. SLAC's record number of days between
claims remains at 150 days.
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Women in the Workforce
WHAT WILL THE
FUTURE workforce look
like? Certainly it will
include more women in
nontraditional jobs,
especially in the Depart-
ment of Energy. To help
facilitate that process, a
group of women met for
the annual Review of
Laboratory Programs for
Women in Washington,
To /- ' A - -'I1

The Women's Review Executive Committee LC in April.

champions issues facing working women in After a summary of

DOE facilities. Pictured here are (standling past accomplishments,

l-r) Wendee Brunish, LANL; Kim Magrini, and a look at recent

NREL; Eileen Vergino, LLNL; (seated l-r) statistical and compara-

P.A. Moore, SLAC; Karen Wieda, PNNL. tive data, the group had

Not pictured: Mille Perry, FETC. intensive discussions with
a goal to identify a top

priority for emphasis the coming year. The agreed-on priority
was that women should have access to and opportunity for
positions of responsibility in mission-critical roles. This priority,
with supporting data and suggestions for implementation, will
be presented to Laboratory Directors at an upcoming meeting by
the Women's Review Chair, Wendee Brunish (LANL).

Toni Joseph, from the Energy Research Office of Laboratory
Policy, provided counsel on various aspects of policy and
procedures to assist the Review members in their deliberations.
"Look at the data," advised Joseph repeatedly. "That is one sure
way to measure progress in women's programs."

The Review has been in existence since 1990 with the goals
of collecting and disseminating data about DOE women and
identifying quality of work life issues which enhance or detract
women in the workplace. Since its inception, the Review has
had five major conferences for DOE women. The Reviews are
organized and implemented by participating labs and the
executive committee: Wendee Brunish (LANL), Karen Wieda
(PNNL), P.A. Moore (SLAC), Mille Perry (FETC), Kim Magrini
(NREL), and Eileen Vergino (LLNL).

During a reception for the members of the Review, Martha
Krebs, Director of Energy Research, recognized three labs for

their contributions to improving the status of women. Argonne
was recognized for its technical women's symposium; Pacific
Northwest for its education programs; and Livermore for its
children's center.

The Review Committee has an aggressive agenda of
activities for the coming year. They plan to develop performance
measures which can be incorporated into the self-appraisal
process at each lab. With such measures in place, Labs can be
evaluated based on established criteria. The Review also plans
to update its comparative data and statistical analysis of women
in the DOE workforce. For further information about the Review,
contact one of the executive committee listed above or your
Laboratory's Point of Contact.
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